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On the Internet

When does the fourth amendment
apply?

"Search"
The third-party doctrine

Specific Internet contexts
The Remedy: Suppression
Trying to run sting operations on child
porn traders
Posted photo with program attached to
CP newsgroups
Private Searches / Government Action

Jarrett

Facts

Anonymous Turkish Hacker

Once trojan horse infected victims,
Hacker would access files and look for
CP
Bundled photos up with identifying
information and sent to local law
enforcement

Sting #1: Steiger

Steiger raised exact same appeal as
Jarrett, and lost in 11th Cir.
Indicted late 2000

Between Steiger and Jarrett
Another child molester from Richmond,
VA

12/3/2001: Hacker contacts Steiger
state police officer Murphy
Sting #2: Jarrett

Murphy responds

Who do you know in FBI?

FBI wants you to send materials to me.

Hacker sends 13 email messages to
Murphy
12/13/2001: search and arrest of
Jarrett

Explain Fruit of the Poisonous Tree

12/16/2001: Duffy (knowing nothing of
Jarrett case)

Private Searches / Government Action

Jarrett

Steiger has been sentenced
Thanks

12/18/2001: Hacker to Duffy

Facts

12/19/2001: Duffy to Hacker
"Proverbial wink and a nod"
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Post-Jarrett Arrest

12/19/2001: Faulkner to Hacker

"I can not ask you to search out cases
such as the ones you have sent to us.
That would make you an agent of the
Federal Government . . . ."
"But if you happen across such pictures
. . ."
You are not a US citizen, and are not
bound by our laws
Dist Ct: "pen-pal type correspondence."

Next two months, four more messages

Hacker: I will continue to search them
out.
Faulkner never tells him to stop.

Jarrett brings motion to suppress after
learning of Faulkner email messages
Held
What is a "Search"?

REP = Reasonable Expectation of Privacy

Katz

REP

Objective
Subjective

Informal promise of immunity
You are not bound by our laws . . .

Pre-Internet case
Flew in from Hong Kong
Arrested and detained in Vegas

Conspiracy to smuggle heroin

Flipped
Agreed to remain in detention, with
frequent visit to Customs Agent's office
to make "proffer" and to place
consensually wiretapped calls
Computer memo book
David

Facts

Lawyer absent
In Agent Peterson's office

May 7, 1990 Meeting

Agent Peterson shoulder surfed David's
password
Peterson grabbed book, accused David
of deleting information
Agent tapped in password, opened
some incriminating entries

Motion to Suppress

What is a "Search"?

1. The shoulder surfed password
2. Accessing the book

Held

Closed Container Rule

All private searches later replicated by
police
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Searches beyond the FILES (the images)
searched by private computer
repairman go outside the scope

Barth (WD Tex 1998)

Emerson (NY Sup Ct 2003)
Single container or Container of
Containers?

Note 4 Post-David
Runyan (CA5 2001)

Seizures of Computer Data

Supreme Court's Definition

"Meaningful Interference with an
individual's possessory interest in the
property."

Police can search the same two
DIRECTORIES searched by repairman,
but implied that going outside is
improper

Everything on the entire DISK can be
searched, even if not seen by private
party (estranged wife) because this is
just a more thorough search. But
implied that OTHER DISKS could not be
searched within scope

Raboin (Mass Super 2008)
The Contraband Exception and Hash
Values

Post Jarrett Note 4: Police may reenact
an original private search.

Since all CD-ROMs in stolen lockbox
were similarly labeled, knowing from
private search that some had child porn
gave police right to look at all.

Fraud and corruption case against
sitting member of Congress
Search of New Orleans home
1. certain corporations
2. correspondence with certain people
Warrant permitted seizure of records
and documents relating to four topics
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Seizures of Computer Data

When is computer data seized?

Jefferson

Facts

3. travel to Ghana and Nigeria by
certain people
4. D's appointments, visits, phone
messages

1400 pages seized

within scope
not challenged
Photos of 13 documents

Motion to suppress

All admittedly outside scope
Held

Listed in Note 22 (p.403)

Notes summarizing contents of others

Hicks
Aseltine
Jefferson is outlier. Other cases: Each
ruled not a seizure

Gorshkov
Thomas

Seizures of Computer Data

Photographs of the scene
remote account accessed and all
contents copied (but not viewed)
FBI made photocopies, held not a
seizure

Copying data without human
observation that interrupts the
intended transmission or possession of
that data is a seizure.

Kerr
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Copying serial number from bottom of
phonograph

When is computer data seized?
Brennan

Copying is seizure, but copying a
number identifying stolen property is
not, because no interest in the serial
numbers
Distinguishing Hicks

Scholars' Tests

Me

A constitutionally significant “seizure”
occurs whenever the state takes
dominion or control of personally
owned data
or meaningfully interferes with an
individual's right to control his data.

does the government's copying of
intangible property produce negative
effects on par with the effects of
physical dispossession?

Circumstances would cause reasonable
person to believe. . .
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Exceptions to Warrant Requirement

Exigent Circumstances

Test

Prevent physical harm to officers or
others

p. 409
Necessary to

destruction of evidence
escape
some other consequence frustrating
legit LE efforts

Search/Seizure distinction

Rule / Rationale
Odd series of cases against civilians for
audio/video taping officers during
streetside confrontations
Facts

Prosecuted under state privacy laws
Here: not a criminal prosecution

Saw P shooting video on camera
Tackled to the ground
Took camera and viewed contents
without warrant
CA5, 2007: Finley

Cell phone is like a closed container
No discussion of amount of info
Suppressed because search took too
long
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Exceptions to Warrant Requirement

Searches Incident to Arrest

N.D. Cal. 2007: Park
Schlossberg v. Solesbee

Survey split

But also suggested distinctions that
make cell phones not like other closed
containers

More quantity
Different quality
than wallet contents

Cell phone is not a closed container
OH Supremes, 2009: Smith:

Large amounts of data
Much more from reasoning in Note 3

N.D. Cal. 2011: Hill

No suppression
Cell phones not special
Public school teacher arrested for DUI

W.D. Va., 2009: Newhard

Officer found nude photos of girlfriend
on cell phone
Teacher lost job, sued under 1983

Held

Showed other officers on scene and in
stationhouse

Test

What would the typical reasonable
person have understood by the
exchange between the agent and the
person granting consent?
Specifically: Would a typical reasonable
person understand consent to search a
place incldue consent to search
computers located in that place?
Qatari citizen moved to US on
September 10, 2001

Became focus of FBI investigation

October 2, 2001: first conversation and
consent search of steamer trunk
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Exceptions to Warrant Requirement

Consent by Defendant

Scope of Consent

December 11, 2001: Interview at home
and FBI office

Al-Marri

FBI: "Take a look at it" back at the
office?

Facts
Consent search of laptop

D consented, turned it off, put it in
case, turned it over
Declined to sign consent form.
10pm: D: "Do I get my computer back
tonight?"

During forensic analysis (over 12 days),
found evidence of credit card fraud
Held
Third-Party Consent

Indicted

FBI: No, not tonight

Suspected Ray Andrus, 51 years old, of
downloading Child Porn.

Worked at a school

Eight months into investigation, not
enough evidence for warrant to search
home.
Knock and talk.

Agent
Forensic computer expert
91 years old!
Bailey didn't know how to use the
computer

Ray's Dad, Dr. Bailey Andrus answered
door

Bailey had never used the computer
Other facts revealed at suppression
hearing

Bailey did not know the user name or
password.
Cable Internet account assigned to
user "bandrus."
Bailey paid the bill

Facts
Did not pay rent

Andrus

Cared for his aging parents
Ray lived with parents
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Exceptions to Warrant Requirement

Third-Party Consent

Bailey said he felt free to enter Ray's
room.

When door open, he felt free to enter
When door closed, he knocked

Door was open during interview
Bailey Andrus consented to search of
house and any computers in it.

Ray's computer was only computer in
house.
Walked them to room and watched first
part of search.

Opened case of computer (on site)
Didn't check for username/PW
Forensic examiner

Used forensic software

Testimony: Without forensic software,
you'd need username/PW

Quick search for JPG files turned up CP
in 5 minutes.
District Court

No Actual Authority
But Yes, apparent authority

Held
Wife volunteered to let police into
home to find husband's cocaine
Georgia v. Randolph

He refused.
Held
"widely shared social exceptions"
Hudspeth

